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Abstract: Multi-path routing is an important technique for reliable data forwarding in prone to failure wireless
sensor networks (WSNs), which it leads to consume more energy. In this paper, we propose a new routing
mechanism that combines multi-path routing with network coding (NCR). This combination decreases the
number of required path and the total times of transmission in WSNs. In the proposed algorithm the number
of control messages which exchange between nodes for route discovering, has been reduced. Simulation results
show that NCR is an energy-efficient technique that improves the parameters of similar multi-path routing
protocols.
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INTRODUCTION Therefore, FEC is an ideal scheme in WSNs. In FEC

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) have been widely codeword with some redundant bits. Some bits of the data
considered as one of the  most  important  technologies may become inaccurate in the channel, but the receiver
for the twenty - first century [1]. WSN is an emerging can recover the original packet with the redundant bits as
technology that promises a wide range of potential long as the number of inaccurate bits is not more than the
applications in both civilian and military areas. A WSN correcting ability of FEC. Therefore, FEC improves the
typically  consists   of   a   large  number  of  low-cost, reliability without retransmission, which is an advantage
low-power and multifunctional sensor nodes that are for wireless networks. However, the disadvantage of FEC
deployed in a region of interest. On the other hand, is that FEC puts all the original bits and redundant bits in
reliability is one of the important factors in wireless sensor the same packets, if one of the nodes in the rout fails, the
networks. Failure of some nodes may reduce the reliability packets  cannot  be  successfully  delivered,  therefore
of network systems. Multi-path data forwarding improves FEC  scheme  is  not  robust  enough. So the method
reliability by increasing path redundancy [2, 3]. However, which can reduce the data redundancy, do not require
high redundancy results more energy consumption in retransmission and is more robust is more ideal for WSNs.
WSNs. Error correction mechanism [4, 5] is another Recent researches prove that network coding may meet
technology used to increase reliability. There are three the requirements. Network coding is another technology
kinds of error correction mechanism, namely Automatic used to increase reliability. When network coding is
Repeat Request (ARQ), Forward Error Correction (FEC) [6] combined with multi path routing, the number of total
and hybrid error correction (HEC). The principle of ARQ times of transmission in WSNs is reduced, which leads
is that once an error happens at sink nodes or energy consumption of nodes lower than that traditional
intermediate nodes, a request will be sent to source nodes multi path routing. In this paper multi path routing with
for retransmission. However, the cost of retransmission is network coding is employed to chieve energy efficiency
high in WSNs since it may lead to some problems such as in WSNs. At the present paper, hello control packets is
twice energy consumption and longer transmission delay. used to discover the required paths from source to sink
So, researchers are inclined to employ the technology node and nodes avoid the use of any explicit response
which can correct the inaccurate data at sink node. message  and  the  number   of   control   messages  which

scheme, the sender encodes the initial packets into new
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exchange between nodes for  route  discovering,  has dissemination protocol which uses adaptive network
been reduced. The rest of this paper is organized as coding to try to reduce broadcast traffic in the process of
follows. In Section 2, we briefly describe some related code updates. The basic idea of AdapCode is to
work. A practical network coding method is presented in adaptively change the coding scheme according to the
Section 3. In section 4, the numbers of required paths are link quality. Their assessment showed that AdapCode
calculated. In Section 5, we show the proposed protocol. used up to 40% less packets than Deluge [17] in large
Energy consumption is calculated in section 6. Several networks. However, the coding scheme in this algorithm
simulations are described in Section 7. The paper ends is determined by the node’s density and the stability of
with conclusion in section 8. the network that is difficult to predict precisely and it may

Related Work: Network coding was firstly proposed by network. In [18] the authors propose R-Code, an efficient
Ahlswede et al. [7] in 2000. After that, several researches distributed reliable broadcast protocol in Wireless Mesh
[8-10] have been conducted on this field. Li et al. [8] Networks based on network coding  that  guarantees
demonstrated that linear network coding is sufficient to 100% PDR. The basic idea of R-Code is to establish a
achieve the multicast capacity. P. A. Chou et al [9] proved guardian-ward relationship between neighboring nodes,
practical network coding to be considered as a therefore that the global responsibility of the source to
representative coding scheme. S. catty et al. [10] ensure the reliable reception of all the nodes in the
performed the first wireless network based on network network is distributed to all the guardians. This is because
coding and they showed that high performance can be a guardian is a temporary source which is much closer to
achieved in WSN with network coding. From the its wards than the original source; thereby it can
theoretical aspect, Lun et al. [11] show  that  random guarantee their reliable reception of the file more
linear network coding can be used to construct a efficiency. Also they assessment R-Code and compare it
capacity-approaching scheme for multicast over loss with AdapCode [16] and show that R-Code uses up to
wireless networks. Guo et al [12] used multi path routing 15% less number of transmission and 65% shorter
with network coding in underwater sensor networks, broadcast latency than that in Adap-Code to disseminate
which presents that network coding can achieve high the same file.
reliability in underwater sensor networks. The authors [12]
assumed that the probability that nodes in (i)-th cluster Network Coding: In general, there are two types of linear
receive packets sent by source node only depends on the network coding, namely random linear network coding
nodes in (i-1)-th cluster. However, actually the results and deterministic linear network coding. Since random
based on this assumption are not accurate. In [13], linear network coding [9] has been widely applied, it is
network coding is employed to achieve energy efficiency also employed in this paper. When there are some
in WSNs and the mathematic models of multipath routing sensory data to be transmitted at the any node, these
with and without network coding are inherited and packets are split in to L packets. The source node by
developed. Li shan-shan et al. [14] persisted that the chance chooses (L+n) ×L elements from a Galois field to
reliability can be guaranteed by introducing network be a coefficient matrix and then encode these L original
coding. They prove that the energy consumption is lower packets in to (L+n) new packets. Multiply each row vector
since network coding reduces the number of required of the coefficient matrix by the L original packets is new
paths to deliver data. The proposed scheme differs from packets, which is a linear combination of these original
[14]. In NCR, hello control packets is used to discover the packets. The new packets are sent to the next hop. If the
required paths from source to sink node, it leads to reduce sink node successfully receivers L or more than L packet
the energy consumption. ReInForM [15] employed a of these (L+n) packets, it may decode the original data.
probabilistic flooding scheme to create multiple paths That means if some of packets are lost, the original data
from the source in order to sink nodes. Each node is can be reconstructed. In our scheme, we select 256 to be
assumed to have knowledge of local channel errors. the size of Galois field since previous researches [9]
Reliability can be achieved by introducing redundancy in showed that when the size of the Galois field is 256,
the form of copies of  each  packet  sent  through  multiple probability of decoding these packets successfully at the
paths. At the source node, reliability and current status sink node is 0.996. The following Fig. 1 depicts the
such as channel quality and hops to sink nodes are encoding scheme where the coefficient vector for Y  is
employed to determine the number of transmission paths. equal to: (g , g , …, g  for i=1,2,…,L+n) and it is
In [16], the authors propose AdapCode, a reliable data transmitted in each subpacket.

not have the same behavior for different areas in a
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Fig. 1: Practical network coding scheme

The source node encodes the original packets by the
following calculation: (4)

(1) distribution, the value of µ and  in )x  + µ( relation

When the sink node receives L or more than L µ = R(1 – e) (5)
packets, it decodes the original packets by the below
computation:  = R(1 = e)  (1 – e) ) (6)

For standard normal distribution, any reliability r will

(2) P (Pn x ) r (7)

Calculation of the Number of Required Paths: At first, we achieved to satisfy certain value of reliability r. According
want to calculate the number of required paths before to the value of obtained µ and  the value of R can be
sending. We assumed that each node knows the channel calculated by:
quality of its neighbor nodes. So, the probability of
successfully delivering a packet to the sink can be (8)
calculated as follows:

p  = (1 = e) (3) Protocol Design: The NCR protocol is divided in to twoh
h

where, h is the hop count of each path to sink and e is the children and parent of the all nodes with using of the hello
channel bit error rate. The number of paths should be control packets; also each of the node saves these
equal at least to L for recovering the original date in information. In the second phase, a node that has data for
destination. The desired reliability r can be calculated as sending, uses the obtained information in first phase and
follows: sends  its  data  to  the sink. In first phase,  the  sink  node

To achieve the R (the number of required paths)
normal distribution N (R, ) is used. In normal2

r

should be calculated. The value of µ and  can be2

calculated by:

h

2 h h

satisfy the below formula:

r

where p  is the number of paths whose value is betweenn

L and R that will guarantee the receiving of L original
packets at sink nodes and the boundary x  value can ber

phases. In first phase, it is discovered all of the neighbors,
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Fig. 2(a): Sink broadcasts hello message (b) nodes A, B, C and D rebroadcast the hello message (c) process of route
discovering is repeated (d) it is discovered all of the neighbors, children and parent of the all nodes

broadcasts a hello message and starts a timer to receive a nodes discover their neighbors, parents and children and
hello response from its children. The hello message the process in the Fig. 2(c), 2(d) is repeated until the
contains the parent ID of the sending node. network is completely covered. The hello messages

In Fig. 2(a) the hello of sink node is received by A, B, rebroadcast continues until they reach the leaf  nodes.
C and D nodes located with in its transmission radius. The leaf nodes follow the same process but their timeout
These nodes are uncovered nodes which mean that they expires, as these nodes have no child node.
are in the initial state and have not yet selected any parent Consequently, nodes avoid the use of any explicit
node. Therefore, nodes A, B, C and D after receiving the response message and it is reduced the number of control
message, choose the sink node as  their  parent  node. messages exchanged during the route discovering.
The uncovered nodes as well rebroadcast the hello In second phase a node that has the data for sending,
message to discover their children and also start their first the node is encoding it and calculating the number of
respective timers to receive their children nodes’ required paths (R) via Eq. 8, then it is sending the
responses. Every rebroadcast, node before  forwarding encoded packets to either parent and (R-1) of own
the message, updates the parent ID field by replacing it neighbors. A node that received the encoded packets,
with its own parent ID; for example, nodes A, B, C and D encodes them and then sends to own parent, this
in Fig. 2(b) update the parent field to the ID of sink node. procedure is repeated for getting the desirable packet to
The rebroadcast hello message is also received by the the sink. In forwarding the data if a node be parent of
parent sink node.  Consequently,  sink  node  identifies some nodes and receive some packets instead of one
the sender of the hello message as one of its children. packet from different nodes, in this case for supplying the
Once identified, nodes A, B, C and D are considered as number of required paths, it decodes and encodes the
covered nodes. When the hello message is received by a received packets and sends them to either own parent and
covered non-parent node, the receiving node recognizes (the number of nodes which it has received the packets
the sender as  one  of  its  neighbors.  For  instance, in from them -1) of the neighbors. Of course each node at
Fig. 2(b), the hello message from B is also received by selection of the neighbor for forwarding the data, must
node C –a non-parent node – leading to the identification select the neighbor that has not received the packet from
of node B as a neighbor of node C. In this manner, the it. Process of sending of data is shown in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3: Process of forwarding data that the number of two routing protocol,   Re In ForM  [18]  and  NC-RMR
required path is assumed three. [16]  with proposed   algorithm   have  been  compared.

In present method there is not need to calculate the forwarding, but in NC-RMR, network coding is used for
shortest route to the sink node and there is only local data forwarding. Simulation results are described in three
information in the nodes. Each node that has data for subsections: Reliability evaluation, the number of required
sending, can send it by obtained information to the sink, paths, normalized energy consumption.
as result there is less delay relative to previous methods.
The sink node decodes the received packets and Reliability Evaluation: Fig. 4 showes percent of reliability
discovers the original packet. for NCR, ReInForM and NC-RMR protocols. The data

If the nodes receive (L+n) packets from the other transmission is clearly enhanced by increasing the
nodes, there is no need to encoding, they send the same number of paths. Furthermore, the reliability of NCR
(L+n) packets to the own parent. routing algorithm increases is better than NC-RMR and

Energy Consumption:  Total  energy  consumption  can this reason that  in  NCR  method,  parents,  neighbors
be considered as the energy consumption of sending E and  children   of   nodes   periodically   are   detected.TX

(L, d) and receiving a packet E  (L) multiplied by the total This procedure is lead to use updated information by eachRX

transmission time. Therefore, the total energy node for sending data to own neighbor and parent node.
consumption (E ) is respectively derived according to If a node disappears, it selects another node as owntotal

the following relation: neighbor or parent and in each step the number of

out for reaching the data to the sink with higher reliability
(9) relative to the NC-RMR protocol. Also because of NCR

where, L is the packet size, R is the number of required it has higher reliability relative to ReInForM protocol.
path, H  is the number of hops in each path from source toi

sink and d is the transmission radius. The transmission
and receiving energy consumption can be calculated as
follows:

E (L,d) = L×E  + L ×  × d (10)TX Elec amp

E (L) = L × E (11)RX Elec

where, E  is the energy of sending or receiving one bitelec

data,  is the path loss factor and  is the value ofamp

signal amplification.

Analysis and Simulation Results
Simulation  Setup:  To  evaluate  the  NCR  protocol
under consideration we used the Matlab-based simulator. Fig. 4: Relationship between reliability and number of
In  our  experiments,  we  assume that the sensor nodes paths

are  randomly  deployed  in   an   area   of  100m×100m.
The transmission radius and initial energy level of each
node are set to 15m and 1j, respectively. The number of
original packets (L) is 4 and then these packets encoded
in to 6 sub packets. Network Coding mechanism is with
finite field size 2 and the bit error rate of communication8

channels (e) is 0.7×10 . During simulation, the source3

node is at the bottom-left of the region, the sink node is at
the top-right of the region. In carried out simulations, the

In ReInForM protocol network coding is not used for data

ReInforM protocols at the same number of paths. It is for

required paths are satisfied. These procedures are carried

routing algorithm uses network coding for sending data,
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Fig. 5: Number of required paths for ReInForM and
proposed algorithm according to bit error rate

Fig. 6: Number of required paths for ReInForM and
proposed algorithm according to number of hops

Fig. 7: Relationship of energy consumption with different
BER

Number of Required Paths: In Fig. 5 the reliability is set
to be 0.8. With BER increasing, the required number of
paths also increases and this tendency is especially
obvious when the error rate is much higher, But under the
same channel condition the number of paths which NCR
routing needs to guarantee reliable transmission is lower
than that of ReInForM routing. When the error rate is
higher, the difference of the path number is bigger and
this means that NCR routing can clear its superiority when
the channel is bad.

Fig. 6 shows how increasing the number of hops from
the source to sink node increases the required number of
paths. With hop number increasing, the successful
delivery rate of each path drops, so the number of paths
increases, But the increase in the number of paths under
NCR routing is less than that under ReInForM.

As shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, the number of required
paths is reduced in comparing with ReInForM scheme.
Because ReInForM does not use any network coding for
data forwarding.

Normalized Energy Consumption: In NCR routing
algorithm, network coding is used to optimize the number
of paths, so the energy amount of transmission is
reduced. Fig. 7 presents changing of energy consumption
with different BER. Under the same channel conditions,
NCR routing transmits fewer bytes than ReInForM
routing, particularly when BER is higher. In NCR routing
algorithm only hello packets are used for path discovering
from source to sink, also response to these packets is
done by hello packets and nodes avoid the use of any
explicit message. It is lead to reduce energy consumption
relative to NC-RMR protocol.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed multi-path routing based
on network coding (NCR) based data forwarding to
improve network lifetime and reliability in WSNs. In NCR,
the packets encoded at source nodes are transmitted on
the multi-path toward the sink. In the proposed algorithm
hello control packets is used to discover the required
paths from source to sink node and nodes avoid the use
of any explicit response message and the number of
control messages which exchange between nodes for
route discovering, has been reduced, which it leads to
consume lower energy. Simulation results show that NCR
enhances the reliability, reduces the number of
transmission paths and improves load balancing in
WSNs.
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